
Biblical Sexuality 

Genesis  1:21 

'...we got into this mess through lies... the only way out is through 
truth...' 

What are the four truths about who we are, outlined in this passage, that modern society seeks to attack? 

How is bill C4 a religious bill? How does it define 'conversion therapy'? How does language such as "assigned" or 
"preferred" try to subjectify truth? 

How does the erasure of laws against moral wrongness inevitably lead to the question of why do we have laws 
against the practice of it? Why is this a problem with C4? 

How does the control of the definitions of words play into the development of the lies that the devil (through many 
agents) is propagating in society against the truth? 

How do you see the full out assault upon creational norms in your own life? 

How must we (biblical Christians) confront the sin behind C4 (never for condemnation but for conviction) and 
offer grace? 

How do we share the goodness of God's plan for true unashamed beautiful human sexuality? 

How is God's plan for complimentary maleness and femaleness a truly beautiful thing when we consider it within 
His goodness and good creation? 

How does bill C4 try to stop Christians from confronting sin? How does Jesus model confrontation of sin for us? 
What does Jesus have to say about the more pervasive form of sin in the mind? 

How is the truth of God's plan that all humanity be solely heterosexual in identity and practice aligned with objective 
truth rather than subjective opinions? 

What is God's definition of natural and unnatural (Deut. 22:5, 1 Cor. 6:9, Rom. 1:26-27)? 

How is it unloving to fail to teach these truths to someone? 

Will you speak the truth to hurting people regardless of consequence for the honour and glory of His name? 


